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How Do Horizontal
Sheer Shades Work?

Reduced Energy Cost
Stop UV Ray Damage
Light Control
Privacy

Horizontal Sheer Shades offer
you total light control using
light filtering or room
darkening fabric vanes that
float between layers of soft
sheer fabric. Control your
view from complete privacy to
fully retracted fabric and
everything in-between.

The Horizontal Sheer Shade,
often referred to as a drapery
shade, gives the soft look of
fabric and yet has the light
control of a horizontal wood
blind. The floating fabric vanes
are available in 2 inch or 3 inch
widths and offer a wide style of
fabrics to match the look of your
home decor. These shades can
control how much light comes
through the fabric vanes based
on the fabric type you select. The
light filtering fabric allows soft
light to flow through while
providing privacy. The room
darkening fabric blocks light
effectively for eliminating
sunlight glare on your TV or
creating a darker bedroom to
sleep in.

The Horizontal Sheer Shade works on
the same premise as a horizontal
wood blind. The wooded slats are
replaced with fabric vanes and the
corded ladders are replaced with two
pieces of sheer mesh. The two sheer
meshes are attached at the top, to a
roller tube in an enclosed head rail and
the fabric vanes are suspended inbetween the two pieces of sheer
mesh. These fabric vanes are spaced
at 2 or 3 in. increments and the sheer
mesh pieces are anchored by a bottom
rail at the end of the fabric. The fabric
vanes are left in the open view
position by turning the roller tube so
that the fabric is completely lowered.
To close the fabric vanes the roller
tube is turned slightly upwards so that
the fabric is raised a little. The fabric
is completely raised when the roller
tube is rotated all the way to the up
position. They can be controlled by a
manual clutch or motorized.

Horizontal Sheer Shades fit
most windows and do have
size limitations.
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Licensed, Bonded and Insured
At RED OAKS SHUTTER, we not
only offer over 30 yrs of

experience for outdoor
Hurricane Shutters, we offer
over 20 yrs experience in indoor
window treatment products.
Still, the most important offer
we have for you is our SERVICE,
service that is given from
knowledgeable and helpful
technicians. With so many
options available today, you
want RED OAKS SHUTTER to
help you sort through the
decision making process and
lead you to the best product for
your windows or doors.

www.RedOaksShutter.com

221 SW 5th Ct.
Pompano Beach, FL 33060
Phone: (954) 782-9325
Fax: (954) 782-2890

We offer a complete array of
interior and exterior window
treatment products to accompany
the many needs of any home!

